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We investigate the production of heavy coloured scalars and vectors and their relevance at LHC
for the study of vector-like quarks (T ). These coloured states (C) are present in a large number of
extensions of the standard model, in particular in composite models and in extra dimensional models.
Assuming that these bosonic states are heavier than the vector-like quarks (VLQ), we consider their
production through the process p p → C → tT . Large QCD production cross-sections for C enable
us to probe heavier masses for the VLQ and thereby allowing to put stronger limits on the vector-like
quarks which are produced in their decay chain. We adopt a universal analysis strategy by including
leptons under the classification of ‘jets’, thereby limiting the bias towards a specific combination
of final state. We also study the possibility of disentangling these scenarios from supersymmetric
extensions of the Standard Model by using simple discriminants based on jet multiplicity and missing
energy. We demonstrate that a simple set of cuts are sufficient to disentangle the VLQ signal from
the backgrounds. In models with a moderate B.R.(C → Tt), the analysis enables one to get a hint of
VLQ masses as heavy as 3 TeV.
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1 Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) and its mechanism for the electroweak symmetry breaking is a quite
successful description of the observed data. However a more fundamental description of the electroweak
and strong interactions is still missing and many possible avenues are open in this respect. Two
popular possibilities for physics beyond the SM (BSM) suggest to consider the Higgs boson either
as a fundamental scalar particle (as for example in supersymmetric extensions of the SM) or as a
composite particle (as in composite models). This second possibility is usually described at the effective
Lagrangian level, but if a more fundamental theory in terms of constituent fermions is considered, the
presence of other bound states together with the Vector-Like Quarks (VLQ) is typically unavoidable.
The common assumption in effective composite Higgs models is that all these extra states are much
heavier. This can be indeed the case, however simple models implementing the composite idea at the
level of constituent new fermions can also allow composite states of similar mass range as the VLQs.
These new states can be even lighter if protected by a symmetry. Typically independent studies are
conducted for investigating the discovery potential of either the coloured bosons or the vector-like
quarks. Possibility of composite coloured scalars have been discussed in various extensions of the SM
like [1, 2]. The coloured (composite) states can also manifest as spin-1 states generally corresponding
to the KK-excitations of gluons in warped extra-dimensional models [3, 4]. Collider studies for these
coloured vectors have been considered in [5–8]. In parallel, comprehensive studies studies for the search
of the vector-like top partners, in both the composite and RS-like scenarios have been performed in
[9–25].
Recently, there have been efforts to consider a unified search strategy for the heavy bosons and
the VLQ. Typically it is assumed that the bosons are heavier than the VLQ, such that they decay
into a VLQ and SM quark (often third generation is assumed). In particular VLQs stemming from
heavier states and decaying to multi-top final states were considered in [26]. The first search for a
spin-1 decaying into a Tt final state was performed by ATLAS [27] at 13 TeV with 2.6 fb−1 of data.
Phenomenological analysis for similar topologies were considered for a heavy scalar H decaying into a
Tt, suggesting kinematic variables to uniquely identify the presence of a VLQ state [28].
The phase space for the search of VLQ through such channels can be considerably extended if
the VLQ is produced in the decay of a heavier state. The non-coloured states suffer a substantial
reduction in the production cross-sections at high mass. The corresponding effect on the coloured
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excitations is comparatively much less and presents an avenue to probe the deeper realms of the VLQ
masses which would be difficult to explore from direct search channels. A strategy to this effect was
suggested in [23] with a heavy gluon and a VLQ, discussing different simplified models and search
strategies. In the following we shall focus on the possibility of new coloured states heavier than the
VLQs, in order to show how the LHC reach in the searches of VLQs can be extended. Depending
on the model framework, the identity of the final state will be different. We present a unified search
strategy by considering jets and not subjecting the leptons to the standard isolation criteria. As a
result even the leptons (and photons) are pushed into the classification of jets and this analysis is
applicable across all kinds of models with a similar particle content. This in turn gives bounds which
can be applied directly on the composite Higgs models which are considered in the literature.
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2 we briefly discuss the effective Lagrangian formalism
and the different cases which will be discussed. In section 3 we perform a simplified analysis at the
LHC in order to show the potential of these searches and discuss the possibility to discriminate such a
signal from background and other cases giving similar final states. In section 4 we give our conclusions.
A short appendix contains the details of the numerical simulation.
2 Effective Lagrangian description
Fundamental composite models typically contain a large number of resonances: scalars, fermions and
spin-1 particles. We discuss the effective Lagrangian description following two scenarios characterised
by the nature of the particle content.
Case A: Heavy scalar and the fermionic VLQs.
To begin with, we consider the heavy scalar “mesons” and the fermionic “baryons” VLQs 1. The
coloured pseudo Nambu-Goldstone Bosons are expected to have a mass which can be in the same
range as the top partners, therefore their phenomenology crucially depends on the mass hierarchy.
We assume here, that the VLQs are lighter, therefore allowing their production in the decay chain of
the coloured bosons. As an example in the model considered in [2], the spectrum contains a complex
colour sextet (with charge Q = 4/3) and a real colour octet. The presence of such states is a generic
prediction of any dynamics that also generates the VLQs.
The couplings of the sextet and octet can be written considering the invariance under colour
and charge at the effective Lagrangian level. The octet can only couple to a quark-antiquark pair. A
sextet on the contrary can only be obtained by combining two quarks, as for the SU(3) representations
3⊗ 3 ⊃ 6, or four anti-quarks 3¯⊗ 3¯⊗ 3¯⊗ 3¯ ⊃ 6.
The effective Lagrangian is given as [2]
Leff = |Dµpi6|2 −m2pi6 |pi6|2 +
1
2
(Dµpi8)
2 − 1
2
m2pi8(pi8)
2 − Vscalar(pi6, pi8)
+bR pi6t
c
Rt
c
R + bL pi
c
6tLtL + c pi8t
c
RtL + h.c. (2.1)
where tL/R are chiral Weyl spinors (
c indicates the charge conjugation) and Vscalar is a generic self-
interactions between the scalars. Parity is not conserved in 2.1, because only the coupling bR corre-
1In the following we shall refer improperly to “mesons” and “baryons” as respectively two and three fermion bound
states. The correct labelling of the composite states depends on the representation and on the type of bound state
they form, as the force bounding the fundamental fermions is not necessarily QCD-like. Finally the obvious and correct
criterium is if they carry a baryon number or not. However we shall not use this classification as it requires to specify
the details of the particular model, while we aim at a generic description.
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sponds to a gauge invariant operators. The other couplings are generated only at the electro-weak
symmetry breaking.
Note that we couple the sextet only to the third generation quarks, as is typically assumed in
composite models based on partial compositeness considerations, but in principle a coupling to the
other quark generations is also possible.
Case B: Heavy Vector and the fermionic VLQs:
This is typically characteristic of spectrum in warped extra-dimension models. For simplicity we
consider the VLQ to be a singlet under SU(2). However, as will be described later, the analysis will
proceed independently of any specific final state and is fairly robust. The effective Lagrangian for
particle content under consideration is given as:
LRS ⊃ q¯T aγµqGaµ +
(
YtQ¯3Htp +Mt′ t¯ptp + YtQ¯3Ht+ h.c
)
(2.2)
Here Gµ represents the first KK excitation of the gluon in RS-like models and H is the SM Higgs
doublet. For the specific case under consideration, the vector like state tp mixes with the top quark
leading to two eigenstates (t1, t2), where t1 is identified as the SM top and t2 is the top partner. Since
it is a singlet SU(2), t2 has only three decay modes: Wb,Zh, th with the Wb constituting 50% of the
total branching fraction.
2.1 Spin-1, Sextet and Octet masses
The mass terms for the vectors, coloured sextet and octet mesons were described in detail in [2] in
the case of the global symmetries SU(4) and SU(6) for the fundamental fermions giving rise to the
VLQ “baryons”, the various pNGB “pions” and the spin-1 vectors. The spin-1 states are allowed to
have an SU(6) invariant mass term which is typically a heavy mass scale. The SU(6) symmetry is
also broken explicitly by a mass term, which gives the mass ballpark for the coloured pNGBs. For
the VLQs an extra mass term is also present, therefore the naive expectation is that the mass of the
VLQs will receive both a contribution from the dynamical and explicit SU(6) breaking, while the
coloured pNGBs will only receive a contribution from the explicit breaking. The composite spin one
resonances, due to the SU(6) invariant mass term are typically expected to be heavy.
This picture can be modified when the model is close to the conformal window, where large
anomalous dimensions may be generated for some of the composite operators. In the following we
shall consider only the effective model for the bound states and treat the mass terms as parameters
of the model, without referring to a particular fundamental dynamics behind them (which is anyway
model dependent and which requires detailed lattice simulations in order to establish the spectrum of
the low energy theory). The situation we examine is the one in which the coloured sextet and octet
mesons as well as the spin-1 resonances are heavier than the VLQs top partners, allowing the decay
modes of the pi6, pi8 and spin-1 resonances to the VLQs top partners.
2.2 Pair vs single production of heavy coloured bosons and LHC bounds
The possibility of new massive colour octet vector bosons with sizeable decay into the VLQs was
considered by [29] and the impact on the LHC searches was assessed using as an example a simplified
version of the composite Higgs model, based on the SO(5)/SO(4) coset and a composite right-handed
top quark [16, 30]. The focus in [29] was on pair production of the VLQs. The present limits on
VLQ masses are however higher and single production of the VLQs, even if more model dependent,
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becomes more constraining as the single production cross-section becomes larger than pair production
for large enough masses of the VLQs. In the following we shall therefore focus on single production of
the VLQs in the decay chain of coloured vector bosons, sextet and octet coloured mesons.
The present limits on VLQs come from the detailed searches of their decay products (both for
pairs and single production) assuming either a 100% branching in one specific decay mode or a set of
decay modes (typically those into a SM quark plus the Higgs boson or the W, Z gauge bosons). The
lower bounds for the masses are typically in the TeV mass range. We shall use them as a guideline,
but lower mass values can be possible if extra decay modes are present or dominant. For example top
partners with masses below 900 GeV are excluded independently of whether they decay into Zt, Ht,
Wb or St (where S gives either missing energy or b-quarks) or any combinations of those [31].
Experimental searches using the VLQ single production from heavy coloured gluon were recently
performed in the 4 b-quarks final state [32]. In that case stringent limits on the production cross section
times branching ratio can be set. This kind of analyses can be generalised to other final states and to
different heavy coloured objects. Indeed, while colour octets are typically considered, colour sextets
are not. In the following we shall consider those heavy states (including the sextet) as a mechanism
to produce or bound vector-like top partners T in association with a SM top quark.
3 Collider Analysis at the LHC
In this section we explain the details of the collider strategy employed in our analysis. Though there
are two possibilities for the spin and the representation of the coloured objects, the analysis proceeds
in a democratic fashion without any bias on the nature of the coupling. For simplicity they will be
collectively referred to as C. As explained earlier, large production cross sections for the coloured
states not only enable us to probe heavier masses for such states, but also serve as a portal to the
existence of heavy vector like states. We consider the production of the these states (as a typical
feature of the composite models we consider a top-partner T ) in association with a SM top through
the following process:
p p→ C → t T (3.1)
The electric charge of T is the same as that of the SM top (top-partners), however, depending on the
representation of T under (SU(3), SU(2)), the final states are different. The following two cases are
discussed:
• Case A - (3¯, 1): They are produced in association with tops of the same sign through coloured
objects which transforms as a sextet. The only possible decay mode is T → tg.
• Case B - (3, 1): They are produced in association with opposite sign tops though coloured octets.
The dominant decay mode is T → Wb which accounts for 50% of the branching fraction. The
subdominant modes include Zt and th each of which accounts for 25%.
Though the final states in the above two scenarios are different, they are characterised by the presence
of three four-vectors at the particle level. Typically in a collider, final states are characterised by com-
binations of jets, leptons, photons and missing energy. Heavier objects like W,Z, t are reconstructed
from their final state decay products. With increasing boost of the particles, decay products of objects
like t,W,Z are concentrated in small annular region typically of radius ∆R ∼ 2m/pT , where m is the
mass of the corresponding object having transverse momentum pT . As a result these objects also fall
into the broad classification of ‘jets’ and can then be considered on the same footing as jet initiated
by a gluon or a light quark to begin with. In order to put this into practice, it is essential that the
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size of the jet-reconstruction radius is such that the decay products of the heavier objects (especially
the top) are captured and depend on the transverse momentum. As an illustration we consider the
following two benchmark points:
BP1:mC = 3 TeV mT = 1.7 TeV BP2:mC = 3.5 TeV mT = 2.5 TeV (3.2)
Fig. 1 gives the parton level pT for the two benchmark points originating from either the C or the T.
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Figure 1. The left column gives the parton level pT for ttg final state while the right column gives the
corresponding pT for tWb final state. The top row corresponds to the BP1 while the bottom row corresponds
to BP2.
The plots in the right column correspond to the ttg final state (CASE A) and left column correspond
to the tWb final state (CASE B). It can be clearly seen that a choice of R = 0.8 for forming these jets
is sufficient to capture all the information from the heavier objects. Appendix A gives the details of
the simulation employed in our analysis.
3.1 Background Discrimination
In view of identifying a unique signature for the presence of VLQs, it is essential to identify different
processes which may impersonate the signal. These include both SM and other NP processes and are
discussed below:
tt¯+ jets: In accordance with the event selection criteria explained in A, tt¯+ jets constitutes the most
dominant SM background. The matrix element for the process is given as
Mtt¯+jets =M(pp→ tt¯) +M(pp→ tt¯+ j) +M(pp→ tt¯+ j + j) (3.3)
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where j is a parton. As seen in Fig. 1, the signal kinematics will be accompanied with high pT partons.
In order to populate the phase space in the signal regime, the events are simulated by requiring the
minimum invariant pT to be 800 GeV. Left panel of Fig. 2 gives a comparison of pT of the leading jet
for the background and the two benchmark points. Though BP1 and BP2 have been plotted for the
ttg final state, tWb or any final state from a similar NP masses will also exhibit the same behaviour.
Since all the three plots have a similar pattern, they suggest that the background has been fairly well
represented in the signal phase space. The effective cross section is reduced to 1740 fb and we simulate
0.5 million events for the same.
C → tt¯: In the presence of a heavy coloured object, tt¯ final state constitutes its most favourable
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Figure 2. pT of the leading jet for the signal and two bench-mark points.
decay mode and must be accounted for. We generate these events by also considering the emission of
a parton from the final state top. The total matrix element for the process is given as
MC=tt =M(pp→ C → tt¯) +M(pp→ C → tt¯+ j) (3.4)
SUSY processes: Minimal supersymmetric extensions of the SM are characterised by the absence
of these vector like states. However certain decays of coloured objects like the stops or the gluinos may
potentially impersonate the VLQ signal, either in terms of jet multiplicity or the number of isolated
leptons. In general there are a plethora of processes in MSSM which may exhibit similar kinematics
or multiplicity of certain combinations of final state collider objects. As a representative, we consider
the following two processes:
a) Pair production of stops: We consider the pair production of 1 TeV stops with the decay t˜→ tχ01.
The final state in this case is tt+EmissT . The visible final states in this case is similar to the SM tt¯ +
jets and the C → tt¯.
b) Pair production of gluinos: Searches for the gluinos in the 1l+jets + EmissT final state restrict the
mass of the gluinos to be mg˜ & 2 TeV.
All these processes will now be collectively referred to as ‘background’ to our spin-1+VLQ decay
topology. We now list the different variables which will be useful in distinguishing the VLQ signal
from these background processes.
• Jet multiplicity (nJ): The signal is characterised by a peak at 3 in the jet distribution as shown
in right panel of Fig.2 . The other NP processes are however characterised by smaller (C → tt¯
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or t¯t¯) or larger (g˜g˜) jet multiplicities. While the SM process exhibits a similar nature, it can be
substantially reduced by a minimum requirement on the leading jet pT .
• pT of the leading jet (p(0)T ): For both the benchmark points in Eq. 3.2, the most energetic
partons originate from the spin-1 vertex and are likely to constitute the leading jet. Fig 2 left
panel gives the pT distribution for the background process (left) and the signal (right). One can
expect the C → tt¯ to have a similar distribution. However, this is useful in eliminating the SM
and the SUSY background.
• Reconstruction of the W boson mass: For the topology under consideration we demand that
the missing momenta is only due to the neutrino. The z component of the neutrino is explicitly
evaluated by assuming that it to be originating from the W . This is particularly useful in keeping
SUSY backgrounds at bay.
• Total invariant mass mj0j1j2 : Owing to the presence of missing energy from the neutrino, the
total invariant mass of the three leading jets is likely to exhibit an edge at the mass of the spin-1
resonance. Left plot of Fig. 3 gives the distribution for this variable for the SM backgroud and
the two benchmark ppints. It is clear that as the mass of the colured resonance increases the,
discriminatory capability of this variable becomes even more stronger.
• pT of the third leading jet (p(2)T ): The partons from T are also considerably energetic and will
result in the corresponding jets with large pT and generally constitute the sub-leding jets. Fig.4
gives the distribution of the p2T for the third leading jet for both the background and the signal.
Though this cut is not used in the results, it presents a possibility for an additional variable to
be used in a multivariate analysis using Boosted Decision Tree or BDT [33].
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Figure 3. The total invariant mass of the three leading jets (left) and the ivariant mass of the two leading
jets (right).
3.2 Results and Discussions
Table 1 gives the background and signal efficiencies at each level of the cuts imposed. Note that the
tWb final state corresponds to a RS like scenario with singlet VLQ T . Though the efficiencies are
quoted only for a particular final state for simplicity, the robustness of the analyses ensures that one
can expect similar efficiencies for the other final state viz. tth, ttz. Thus in a realistic scenario all
possible decay modes of the VLQ are taken into account without any particular bias.
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Figure 4. pT distribution for the third leading jet
Since the final state is associated with three hard parton which will eventually form jets, we require
the presence of at least three jets in the event. Though it may seem that the presence of single isolated
lepton may make the analysis less generic, it must be noted that the final state is always associated
with the presence of a t: either from the VLQ or from the vertex of the decay of the coloured boson.
As a result the lepton in this case can be attributed to the top. This requirement is particularly
necessary to keep the large QCD background in check. The relaxing of this criteria would warrant the
investigation of the substructure of these jets [34, 35] to distinguish the signal from QCD and will not
be considered here.
The large pT cut (pT > 800 GeV)is imposed to ensure that the final state jets have originated from
a massive resonance. This is further complemented by the requirement of a minimum on the invariant
mass of the three leading jets (mj0j1j2 > 2000 GeV). At this point it is important to note that these
cuts are also very useful in keeping the ‘SUSY backgrounds’ in check. Note that SUSY particles are
typically produced in pairs and for final states from SUSY topologies to pass these basic, it requires
the pair production of very massive SUSY particles. Subsequently, this results in a a significant drop
in their production cross-section and much beyond the range of luminosities discussed here.
Irrespective of the final state, both signal topologies exhibit similar efficiencies thus validating our
analysis. The efficiencies for BP2 is likely to be slightly higher as the new physics states are more
massive thereby resulting in more events passing the pT criteria. We now discuss the luminosity reach
corresponding to the efficiencies quoted in Table 1. For brevity we discuss the numbers corresponding
to the ttg final state.
For BP1, the typical production cross-section for the coloured boson is 100 fb−1. Further the B.R
of the coloured boson (C → tT ) depends on the model. [23] considered different possibilities when the
coloured boson is a heavy gluon. Assuming a 60% branching fraction these channels can be probed at
a S/
√
B ∼ 5σ sensitivity with 800 fb−1 of data. Extending the luminosity to 3000 fb−1 even models
with ∼ 30% branching ratios can be probed at a similar sensitivity.
For BP2 the associated production cross-sections are much lower with typical values ∼ 30 fb [8].
As a result, with 60% B.R. of the coloured state into the tT pair, 2400fb−1 of data is required for
S/
√
B ∼ 5σ sensitivity. In this case B.R. as low as 54% can be probed with 3000fb−1 of data.
We also comment on the case where the mass of VLQ for BP2 is increased to 3 TeV. In this case
the efficiencies are similar to that for BP2 in Table 1. B.R. in this case are however likely to be smaller
owing to the smaller mass difference:∆m = mC −mT . Smaller B.R. of upto 33% can be probed with
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3000 fb−1 at 3σ sensitivity thereby making a strong case for future colliders.
Mass of the vector like quark: While the simple cuts in Table 1 help us in identifying the
specific topology under considerations, it is also worthwhile to get a rough estimate of the mass of the
VLQ. Since we are looking at complete jet final state, the identity of the partons from the VLQ is not
straightforward and hence one must consider different combinations of the invariant mass distributions.
Right panel of Fig. 3 gives the invariant mass of the two leading jets mj0j1 and for both the benchmark
points the distribution terminates at roughly the mass of the VLQ. While this is useful, it can only be
used as a guideline. In practice one must consider other combinations to help in uniquely determining
the mass.
1 lepton + nJ >= 3
Background Samples Signal(BP1) Signal(BP2)
Cuts SM (1.74 pb) C → tt¯ ttg tWb ttg tWb
- 0.18 0.053 0.16 0.23 0.15 0.23
p
(0)
T > 800 GeV 0.02 0.007 0.027 0.026 0.033 0.029
mj0j1j2 > 2000 GeV 0.013 0.0027 0.014 0.013 0.027 0.017
Table 1. Signal and Background efficiencies for different level of cuts employed
4 Conclusions
Coloured bosons are present in typical extensions of the SM and in particular in fundamental composite
models and extra dimensional models. These models also typically contain VLQ states. We have
investigated the possibility of producing VLQs in association with those coloured states using a generic
effective Lagrangian framework taking into account the possible couplings based on the quantum
numbers of those particles. In this respect the analysis performed here can be therefore used for
various different models. For the collider analysis at the LHC we have shown that a common strategy
can be used for these resonances. Furthermore we focus our study to final states which are not
specific and that can be broadly classified as jets, without searching for specific detailed signatures (for
example containing leptons or reconstructing gauge boson masses). While this approach is typically
less constraining for searches and establishing bounds, it is however quite robust and generic, allowing
in this simplified study to used previous analyses and to apply the results to a wide class of models.
The main outcome of the present study is that bounds on VLQs can be improved beyond the reach
of standard searches if the production in association with heavy coloured bosons is considered. This
reach can be extended to ∼ 3 TeV in cases with heavy coloured state mc ∼ 3.5 − 3.7 TeV having
a moderate to large B.R.(C → tT ). The hypothesis of extra coloured stated is motivated by their
presence in a large number of models and is by no mean an exception. The presence of a colour
octet is considered in the some of the existing searches, for example in the form of a heavy gluon,
but more generally other quantum numbers are possible for these states (for example the sextet)
and their phenomenology and implications are not fully explored. Their study in conjunction with
VLQs was therefore one of the main motivations for the present study. Finally in the case that such
events are seen at the LHC, we have briefly address the possibility of discriminating such a scenario
from other models and in particular supersymmetric models which are characterised by the absence of
VLQs. However the decay of coloured objects like stops or gluinos may produce in principle VLQ-like
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signals, either in terms of jet multiplicity or the number of isolated leptons. We have shown that jet
multiplicity is different in those cases and also that other discriminating criteria can be used, such as
the study of missing energy and the edges of distributions. The analysis can be further improved by
considering using multivariate techniques thus providing better perspectives on the existance of these
states.
A Details of the simulation
In this section we outline the details of the simulation and jet-clustering algorithm employed in our
analysis.
• The events are generated using MADGRAPH [36] at 13 TeV CM energy using PDF NNLO1. The
model file for the processes is generated using FEYNRULES [37]. The events are then showered and
hadronized using PYTHIA 8 [38] and then passed to the DELPHES 3.3.2 [39] detector simulator
using the CMS card.
• The jets are clustered with the particle-flow objects using FASTJET [40] with the anti-kt [41]
with the following parameters: R = 0.8 and pminT = 100 GeV.
• The extracted jets used for the analysis are not subject to the Unique object finder module
to distingush it from the isolated leptons. This implies that the jets now include even those
initiated by the leptons.
• Requirement of a single isolated lepton is only imposed at the event selection criteria to reject
the QCD background. The standard parameters for lepton isolation are chosen: isolation radius
of R = 0.4 and the pT fraction of the activity around lepton canditate to be less than 0.1 of the
pT of the lepton.
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